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IMPACT YOUTH SUSTAINABILITY JAMAICA LIMITED COMMITMENT STATEMENT

Impact Youth Sustainability Jamaica Limited is established to advance strategic and tactical actions that make sustainable development goals something people can touch, feel, commit to and actively participate in. Impact Youth Sustainability Jamaica Limited accelerates community driven development that advances and sustains the goals of the UN SDGs, the Paris Agreement, and the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction.

Our Mission: To actively promote positive sustainable development and climate action through advocacy, networking, capacity building, education and training, programme development and community-based project that help mitigate, adapt and improve resilience for sustainable development and responding to climate risk and its impacts.

Our Vision: To be a high performing, innovative network advancing effective climate action and sustained community driven development Globally.

As an organization Impact Youth Sustainability Jamaica Limited is dedicated to creating meaningful opportunities for vulnerable youths, ex-offenders, juvenile delinquents, and other promising individuals. Some of the current objectives include but are not limited to advocacy, capacity building and institutional strengthening that supports climate and environmental justice, health and income equality and equity and improved quality and services provided to traditionally marginalized and underinvested communities, To advance these objectives Impact Youth Sustainability Jamaica shall partner, join networks and alliances and develop long term meaningful and strategic alliances that enable and support achievement of the aim, mission, vision and stated purpose of our organization, We shall seek to empower all sectors of the economy to take strategic action to decarbonize their processes and reduce impacts on the environment.
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